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Abstract  
Opponent modelling (OM) can enable agents to reason behaviors of others, in order to act accordingly and interact effectively in multi-agent settings. Most of the existing OM approaches perform explicit models based on opponent’s observations and actions during execution, where incessant message exchange is required to predict others’ real-time behavior to aid local decision. However, reliable communication is not available in many practical cases. In this paper, we propose attentional opponent modelling (ATOM) as an alternative approach, where the policy network depends on local observation without communication requirements during execution. The key consideration is that local observation usually contains knowledge of adjacent entities. By interaction-based attention mechanism, the opponent’s belief for each adjacent entity can be estimated. By aggregating such predicted beliefs, each agent can choose its action to promote cooperation. Experiments show that ATOM achieves superior performance over typical OM methods without extra messages exchange. Surprisingly, ATOM gets similar performance to approaches augmented with communication channels during execution.

Introduction  
Opponent modelling, also known as agents modelling agents, enables agents predict about various properties of interest of other agents and incorporate them into decision making to enhance the interaction efficiency between agents, which has a rich history in multi-agent learning (Shoham, Powers, and Grenager 2007; Albrecht and Stone 2018).

By equipping with state-of-art machine learning methods, OM approaches focus on constructing powerful models to predict the opponents’ properties, such as the strategy type (He et al. 2016), task goal (Raileanu et al. 2018), and next action (Rabinowitz et al. 2018). Such models are often based on the availability of opponents’ local trajectory, including observations, historical actions, and possibly received rewards, which demands incessant message exchange among all agents during execution phase. As a result, they are inapplicable to multi-agent systems without unavailable or reliable communication channels. To resolve such limitation, local information based opponent modelling serves as an alternative and promising way, where an agent reason others’ properties with locally available information. Recent works applied such idea to control single agent by predict the opponents’ strategy type, where other agents are with given strategy (Papoudakis, Christianos, and Albrecht 2021; Xie et al. 2020). However, due to the complexity introduced by dynamic interaction among simultaneously learning agents, the idea has not been adopt to multi agent reinforcement learning (MARL) settings.

In this paper, we are interested in fully exploiting the local observation to implicitly model the interaction among agents to learn sophisticated policy in MARL, which is inspired by the following findings. On one hand, each agent can usually obtain some knowledge of adjacent agents from local observation, which is largely overlooked and not well exploited in existing literatures. For example, in games, each player can see the position, health status, skills list, speed of other player; in car driving, each driver can see the position and the similar traffic status of others. On the other hand, the information and interaction between adjacent agents dominate the performance of multiagent system in some cases (Jiang and Lu 2018), thus we focus on modelling other agents in the visibility range.

We propose a novel approach named attentional opponent modelling (ATOM), which takes three steps to reason and incorporate opponents’ beliefs. Firstly, the encoding layer is utilized to partition local observations into sub-features based on prior structure information and encode them into latent feature vectors, where each vector can reflect some characteristic of corresponding agent in proximity. Secondly, the interaction-based attention layer uses an interaction unit takes input as feature vectors combination to model latent interactions among agents and applies an attention mechanism to reason opponent belief on the importance weights of the encoded features. Thirdly, by considering both self belief and the inferred beliefs of other entities, the importance weights are aggregated into the final weights distribution over the encoded features to obtain the observation abstraction. With the help of high-level abstraction, agents are expected to act accordingly for coordination based on raw observation. It is also notable that ATOM operates the actor-critic framework, which does not explicitly train the opponent models with extra supervised signal. We conduct sufficient experiments to validate the performance of the proposed ATOM approach. Results show the superiority compared to typical opponen-
Opponent Modelling

Opponent modelling, which enables agents to reason and understand the other agents by constructing models to predict about various properties of interest (Albrecht and Stone 2018), has a long history in artificial intelligence (Brown 1951). In this work, we are interested in opponent modelling methods in the field of multi-agent deep reinforcement learning.

Most of existing work falls into the category of explicit modelling, where an independent model for each other agent is constructed for certain property prediction with luxury supervised signal. Theory of Mind Network (ToMnet) (Rabinowitz et al. 2018) propose character, mental state and prediction networks to predict the opponent’s next action. The Interactive POMDP (I-POMDP) (Gmytrasiewicz and Doshi 2005) extends the partially observed MDP (Sondik 1971) by introducing an extra space of models of other agents into the MDP. LOLA (Foerster et al. 2018b) predicts opponent’s policy parameters based on trajectories of other agents using maximum likelihood. PR2 (Wen et al. 2019) approximates opponents’ conditional policies by variational Bayes methods. However, LOLA and PR2 only use the learned opponent model during training to coordinate all agents, which limits the emergent performance. Self Other modelling (SOM) (Raileanu et al. 2018) uses the agent’s own policy as a means to predict the opponent’s goal. However, it is only applicable for tasks with explicit goals. Encoder-decoder modes are trained for the learning agent to replicate opponent behaviors with only local observation (Papoudakis, Christianos, and Albrecht 2021; Xie et al. 2020), where other agents performs given policies.

Implicit modelling does not produce explicit models of other agents, but implicitly infers properties of other agents, such as their beliefs and intentions. A policy representation learning framework (Grover et al. 2018) is proposed for policy generalization, by balancing the capability of behavior imitation and type recognition. However, the representation is unexplainable and the performance gain in multi-agent settings is marginal compared to standard MADDPG. DRON (He et al. 2016) learns a representation of the opponent’s policy given fixed joint policy of opponents. While our work consider the learning of all agents’ policies. Another related way to understand the behavior of the other interacting agents is to directly share intention or motive. It can be seen as a kind of implicit opponent modelling augmented with communication to some extent. For example, CommNet (Sukhbaatar, Szlam, and Fergus 2016) and BicNet (Peng et al. 2017) focus on the centralized message processing; ACML (Mao et al. 2020) and ATOC (Jiang and Lu 2018) aim to prune messages among agents to filter the useless information. Unlike these methods, ATOM does not require communication channel during execution.

Technical Background

Dec-POMDP

In this work, we consider the partially observable distributed environment modeled as DEC-POMDP (Bernstein et al. 2002) and defined as the set \( < N, S, \{ A_i \}_{i \in \{ 1, \ldots, N \}}, P, r, \{ O_i \}_{i \in \{ 1, \ldots, N \}}, Z > \). \( N \) is the number of agents. \( S \) is the set of environmental states shared by all agents. \( A_i \) represents the set of local actions of agent \( i \). \( P : S \times A \times S \rightarrow [0, 1] \) represents the state transition function. \( R : S \times A \times S \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) is the reward function shared by all agents. \( O_i \) is the set of local observation of agent \( i \). \( Z_i : S \times A_i \rightarrow O_i \) is the observation function for agent \( i \). \( \gamma \in [0, 1] \) is the discount factor. In a given state \( s \), agent \( i \) produces an action \( a_i \) using its own policy \( \pi_i(a_i | o_i) \) based on its local observation \( o_i \). The environment transforms to a new state \( s’ \) with probability \( P(s’ | s, a_1, \ldots, a_N) \) given the current state \( s \) and joint actions \( a = \{ a_1, \ldots, a_N \} \). Each agent receives its new observation \( o_i’ = Z_i(s’) \) and a common reward \( r = R(s, a_1, \ldots, a_N) \). All agents aim to maximize the total expected return \( \mathbb{E}[\sum_{t=1}^{T} \gamma^t r_t] \), where \( \gamma \) is a discount factor and \( T \) is the total time step for each episode.

Multi-Agent Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (MADDPG)

MADDPG (Lowe et al. 2017) is proposed by following the framework of centralized training with decentralized execution, which is an extension of the typical actor-critic methods, like DDPG (Lillicrap et al. 2015), by augmenting the critic for each agent with extra information from other agents. The critic estimates the joint action-value \( Q(o_1, \ldots, o_N, a_1, \ldots, a_N) \) conditioned on all observations and actions, and the actor \( \mu(O_i; \theta_i) \) is only conditioned on local observation \( o_i \) and updates its parameters \( \theta_i \) in the direction suggested by the critic. The critic is important to guide the correct directions to train the policy, and commonly estimated by temporal-difference learning (Sutton, Barto et al. 1998). During training, the centralized critic is utilized to guide the optimization of actors. When testing, the critic is detached and the agent executes with its policy in a decentralized way.
Attention Mechanism

Attention mechanism is widely used in many AI fields, e.g., natural language processing (Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2015) and computer vision (Wang et al. 2018). Self-attention, also known as intra-attention, is an attention mechanism relating different positions of a single sequence in order to compute a representation of the same sequence, where scaled dot-product attention is typically adopted (Vaswani et al. 2017). Graph-attention (Veličković et al. 2018) proposed to use shared transformation network to compute the attention coefficients rather than dot-product, which aims to improve the representation capacity, and in this paper we consider this.

Methods

In this section, we introduce the attentional opponent modelling (ATOM) approach that aims to learn sophisticated policy by discriminating the importance coefficients of latent feature vectors that contain knowledge of entities adjacent to given agent. The importance coefficient is obtained by implicitly capturing interaction between pair-wise agents, and the latent feature vectors are based on the partition and encoding of local observation without requirement for message exchanges among agents.

Recall that we consider $N$ agents performing a cooperative task, with their policies $\{\mu_1, \ldots, \mu_N\}$ parameterized by $\{\theta^t_1, \ldots, \theta^t_N\}$, respectively. At the beginning of each timestep $t$, agent $i$ for $\forall \ i \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$ gets a local observation $o_{i,t}$, and chooses a continuous action $a_{i,t} = \mu(o_{i,t}; \theta^t_i)$ in order to maximize long-term global reward $\mathbb{E}[\sum_{t=1}^T \gamma^t r_i]$. We consider fully cooperative multi-agent tasks that are modeled as Dec-POMDPs, where all agents are with the purpose of maximizing cumulative team reward.

Following prior work (Foerster et al. 2018a; Lowe et al. 2017), we operate under the paradigm of centralized learning and decentralized execution. During training, the centralized critic is allowed to collect observations and actions of all agents and guides the optimization of individual agent policies. At execution or test time, the critic is no longer used and the agent performs in decentralized way. Since no agent has complete knowledge of the environment state and there is no communication channel during execution, each agent is incentive in fully exploiting the local observation to choose action for high cumulative reward.

The key consideration in this paper is that the partial observation can include the knowledge of itself, adjacent agents and the environment, which offers opportunity to model and reason the others’ property. For instance, the autonomous driving car has the knowledge of the speed and position of adjacent cars and pedestrians, and also the status of environment, such as the road friction change due to the raining or snowing. The following carefully designed model provides a feasible and efficient implement for such idea.

As illustrated in Figure 1, ATOM consists of $N$ actor networks and a centralized critic network. The centralized critic network approximates the joint action-value function, which is implemented by typical MLP network as in (Lowe et al. 2017). Each actor network contains four layers: encoding layer, interaction-based attention layer, aggregation-based pooling layer and actor layer. In the following, we take an agent $i$ as example to demonstrate the policy network, and the subscript of agent index $i$ and time step $t$ are omitted in the following notations for simplicity.

The encoding layer takes local observation $o_i$ and outputs a set of latent feature vectors $E = \{e_0, e_1, \ldots, e_M\}$, where $M$ is the number of adjacent entities. Considering that the structure of local observation feature is known in prior, the encoding layer first splits the observation vector $o$ into $M$ non-overlapping sub-vectors set $\{x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_M\}$ based on vector-partitioning (Mitchell, Tosun, and Sheppard 2015), where zero padding is utilized for ensure the same length of each vector. Then, $x_k$ is encoded into $e_k = \alpha_{enc}(x_k)$ with a shared encoding function $\alpha_{enc}$, where $0 \leq k \leq M$. Consequently, $e_k$ represents some latent feature of $k$th entity adjacent to the given agent (i.e., agent $i$). Each latent feature vector can reflect the high-level property of the given agent, adjacent agent or the other entities in the proximity, and is denoted as “feature node” in the sequel.

The interaction-based attention layer takes as input $E$, and output an attention weights distributions set $H = \{h_0, h_1, \ldots, h_M\}$. $h_k$ is an attention weights distribution considering the interaction between the $k$th entity and other entities. Each element in $h_k$ indicates the normalized importance of each feature node in $E$ from the perspective of the $k$th entity. In the aggregation-based pooling layer, $H$ is aggregated to obtain an aggregated attention weights distribution $h$, which represents the overall normalized importance coefficient of each feature node in $E$ and is used for the computation of observation abstraction vector $z$. Finally, both $o$ and $z$ are fed into the actor layer to produce a continuous action $a$. For brevity purpose, we omit the description for the detailed actor layer, which simply adopts MLP network and can be trivially incorporated. In the following, we detail the interaction-based attention layer and the aggregation-based pooling layer, which are the key components of ATOM.

\footnote{The entities includes intelligent agents and other static or moving objects in the visibility range of agent $i$.}
**Interaction-based attention Layer**

An intelligent agent operating in cooperative tasks must have the ability to reason about intentions of others, which largely depends on the awareness of interaction among agents. In practice, despite of unreachable global environment state, local observation usually contains plenty of knowledge for adjacent entities in the environment. It is thus vital important to explicitly consider high-order features interaction in $\mathcal{E}$ to fully extract the interplay among entities rather than simply regarding the features in observation as independent variables.

**Figure 2:** The neural network architecture of the agent network.

In order to model feature interaction in $\mathcal{E}$, the interaction-based attention layer resorts to second-order combinations based on interaction-unit as shown in Figure 2(a). A shared linear transformation, parameterized by a weight matrix $W$, is utilized for each node to obtain sufficient expressive power for higher-level representation. Then, the pair-wise transformed node combinations $W e_k$ and $W e_l$ ($k, l \in \{1, 2, ..., M\}$) are processed by a shared interaction function to compute the importance of $e_l$ from the perspective of the $k$th entity as $\alpha_{int}(W e_k \| W e_l)$, which is directly implemented by MLP. As is in Figure 2(a), the computation for the importance coefficient $h_{0M}$ of $e_M$ over $e_0$ is illustrated. The shared weight matrix $W$ transforms all feature nodes into the same latent space, then the interaction function $\alpha_{int}$ evaluates relationship and implicit interaction between each pair-wise combination.

To compute the attention weights, i.e., the normalized importance coefficients, for different feature nodes, we normalize them across all choices of $l$ for given $k$ using the softmax function:

$$h_{k,l} = \text{softmax}_{k} (\alpha_{int}(W e_k \| W e_l)) = \frac{\exp(\alpha_{int}(W e_k \| W e_l))}{\sum_{l'} \exp(\alpha_{int}(W e_k \| W e_{l'}))}.$$  

(1)

It is notable that $h_{k,l}$ indicates the relative importance of feature node $l$ from the perspective of entity $k$. We call the attention weights vector $h_k = [h_{k,0}, h_{k,1}, ..., h_{k,M}]$ as attention weights distribution of feature node $k$. As the illustration for computation of $h_0$ in Figure 2(b), $h_0 = [h_{0,0}, h_{0,1}, ..., h_{0,M}]$ represents the importance distribution and reflects the impact of each feature node from the perspective of entity 0, i.e., agent $i$ itself.

To act accordingly with adjacent agents, the intelligent agent is preferable to infer the importance of each feature node from the perspective of other agents in proximity. An natural question is “what would be other agent’s belief if other agent had the same observation with me ?” Actually, in the interaction-based attention layer, the belief of the $k$th entity over the feature nodes is implicitly modeled and inferred as $h_{k,l}$, where $k \neq 0$. The output of the interaction-based attention layer is a set of attention coefficients $H = \{h_0, h_1, ..., h_M\}$.

**Aggregation-based pooling Layer**

The attention weights distribution $h_k$ reflects the interaction between entity $k$ and $l$ ($0 \leq l \leq M$). To obtain overall weights distribution of the feature nodes considering beliefs of all entities, we compress distribution in $H$ to a single weights vector $h = [h_0, h_1, ..., h_M]$. The aggregation part is instantiated with a MLP network and utilized to aggregate such importance factors to obtain the final attention weights distribution $h$.

Then, to obtain the final observation abstraction based on the overall attention weights distribution, we employ the pooling mechanism based on the weighted sum of all feature nodes $\mathcal{E}$, which is expressed as:

$$z = \text{pooling}(h, \mathcal{E}) = \sum_{k=1}^{M} h_k e_k.$$  

(2)

The pooling mechanism compresses all feature nodes in the latent space transformed with $W$ by distinguishing their importance. Finally, the actor layer takes as input local observation $o$ and its abstract $z$, and outputs the action $a$.

**Training**

The centralized joint action-value function parameterized by $\theta_Q$ is denoted as $Q(a, o; \theta_Q)$, which takes as input the joint actions and observations of all agents. The experience replay buffer $D$ contains tuple of experiences of all agents, denoted as $<(o_1, o_2, ..., o_N), a = <a_1, a_2, ..., a_N>, o' = <o_1', o_2', ..., o_N'>$.

The centralized critic is updated by temporal difference method as:

$$\mathcal{L}(\theta_Q) = E_{(o,a,r,o') \sim D}[Q^\mu(a, o; \theta_Q) - y^2],$$  

(3)

$$y = r + \gamma Q(a', o'; \overline{\theta}_Q)|a' = \mu(a'|\overline{\theta}_Q^\mu)$$  

(4)

where $\overline{\theta}_Q$ and $\overline{\theta}_Q^\mu$ are the corresponding parameters for the target network of actor and critic, respectively.

The policy gradient of $\mu(a; \theta_\mu^\mu)$ can be written as:

$$\nabla_{\theta_\mu^\mu} J(\theta_\mu^\mu) = E_{(o,a) \sim D}[\nabla_{\theta_\mu^\mu} \mu(a; \theta_\mu^\mu) \nabla_a Q(o, a; \theta_Q)|a = \mu(a; \theta_\mu^\mu)]$$  

(5)
Experiments

In this section, we perform experiments with three tasks, cooperative navigation, meeting up and predator prey, which are based on the multi-agent particle environment (Lowe et al. 2017), a two dimensional world with agents and landmarks in continuous space and discrete time domain. In each task, agents can only obtain partial observation, act cooperatively in continuous space, and share a global reward. We compare ATOM with MADDPG (Lowe et al. 2017), PR2 (Wen et al. 2019), ACML (Mao et al. 2020) and ATOC (Jiang and Lu 2018). MADDPG acts as the benchmark for centralized training and decentralized execution without either opponent modelling or communication channel. PR2 is an explicit opponent modelling approach, which shows the performance introduced by predicting actions of others using recursive reasoning without communication channels as ATOM. ACML and ATOC are both communication based approaches, which are baseline approaches augmented with communication channel. ACML allows communications among all agents, while ATOC limits communications within adjacent agents to filter useless messages for high-efficiency coordination.

Cooperative Navigation

Task Settings. We first start with a task named cooperative navigation, where all agents aim to cooperatively finding the right landmark for each agent to occupy. It consists of \( L \) agents and \( N \) landmarks. The team reward is based on the proximity of the agents to the landmarks, which is the sum of the negative distance between each landmark to its closest agent over all landmarks. Meanwhile, it is penalized when colliding with other agents, and \( r_{\text{collision}} = -1 \). At each episode, both the agents and landmarks are initialized with random positions in a given square region. Each agent must find its preferred landmark and control its trajectory to quickly occupy the landmark, while simultaneously avoiding the collisions with the other agents. It is better for each agent to have the knowledge of intentions and beliefs of other agents to assist the occupancy of right landmarks and collision avoidance. We train all methods with the settings of \( L = 7 \) and \( N = 7 \), where each agent can observe the relative position of the three nearest agents and four landmarks. The length of each episode is \( T = 25 \).

Table 1: Test Results for Cooperative Navigation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>REWARD</th>
<th>OCCUPIED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATOM</td>
<td>$-1.40 \pm 0.48$</td>
<td>$5.62 \pm 1.17$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACML</td>
<td>$-1.89 \pm 0.18$</td>
<td>$3.06 \pm 0.68$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR2</td>
<td>$-2.70 \pm 0.25$</td>
<td>$2.52 \pm 0.62$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADDPG</td>
<td>$-2.63 \pm 0.46$</td>
<td>$2.57 \pm 1.02$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Quantitative Results. Figure 3 shows the learning curves of 100000 episodes in terms of mean reward, which is averaged over all agents and the episode length \( T \). The shadowed area is enclosed by the min and max value of 5 training runs, and the solid line in the middle is the mean value (same for results in the sequel). For testing, we evaluate all methods by running 100 test games. Table 1 shows the results, including averaged mean reward and occupied landmarks. As expected, we can see ATOM outperforms both MADDPG and PR2 due to the consideration for the interaction among adjacent agents in the visibility area by fully exploiting local observation. ATOM without attentional modelling is exactly MADDPG, where ATOM largely outperforms MADDPG. It indicates that opponent modelling with only local observation indeed helps. PR2 maintains opponent model for other agents at each agent, however, the model only learns average behavior and operates only in the training phase for critic estimation, which limits its coordination ability during execution. We can also see ATOM performs better than ACML and approaches to performance of ATOM, where both ATOC and ACML allow messages exchange during execution to obtain opponent intention to help coordination. ATOC performs better than ACML, which indicates that the coordination of adjacent agents plays important role in cooperative tasks. This also explains why ATOM can achieve superior performance with only limited information from local observation.

Model Interpretation. In the experiment, ATOM and A-TOC largely outperforms MADDPG, ACML and PR2, which fail to learn the strategy that both ATOM and ATOC obtains. As shown in Figure 4, we can see ATOM can learn sophisticated policies, where an agent first tries to occupy the nearest landmark. However, when the landmark is more likely to be occupied by other agents in proximity, the agent will turn to another landmark rather than keeping ping-pong behavior in the proximity of the nearest landmark. For instance, in the ATOM illustration of Figure 4(a), A2 first tries to occupy L1, but considering that A1 also want to occupy L1, A2 move to L2 after several steps to avoid conflict. However, for ACML, MADDPG and PR2 their policies is to find the nearest landmark and without the appropriate coordination for the adjacent agents.

Figure 5 visualizes the aggregated attention weights \( h \) of each agent at different timesteps in one episode for the ATOC model. Recall that each element in \( h \) represents the relative importance of corresponding adjacent entity from the aspect of the given agent. The weights are visualized as...
Task Settings. Meetup is a modified version of simple scenario in (Lowe et al. 2017) to show the ability of consistent target choice in distributed manner. In the meetup task, all agents aim to collectively choose one landmark and congregate in the proximity of it. It consists of $L$ agents and $N$ landmarks. The team reward is based on the distance between all agents and the chosen landmark, which is the average of the negative distance between each agent and the landmark closest to all $L$ agents. The goal landmark changes depending on the current position of all agents. At each episode, both the agents and landmarks are initialized with random positions in a given square region. Each agent must find the preferred landmark by others and optimize its trajectory to approach the landmark. Predicting intentions of others can help to quickly find the correct landmark. We set $N = 7$ and $L = 7$, where each agent can observe the relative position of the three nearest agents and four landmarks. The length of each episode is $T = 25$.

Quantitative Results. Figure 6 shows the mean reward averaged over timesteps on the meeting up task. ATOM converges to the highest mean reward. For testing, we evaluate all methods by running 100 test games in terms of mean
reward. As shown in Table 2, ATOM also achieve the best mean reward. Intuitively, meeting up is a simpler task than cooperative navigation from the target allocation perspective. Because in meeting up task, only one target landmark is required to be determined, and then the movement control strategy is straightforward for each agent. However, PR2 performs extremely worse in terms of mean reward, where the difference between PR2 and other approaches increases compared to that in cooperative navigation. Unlike the cooperative navigation task, each agent finds its own target landmark while avoiding collisions with adjacent agents, agents in the meeting up task need to coordinate the global target landmark and the impacts introduced by inaccuracy of opponent model is amplified. Thus, the performance of PR2 is more worse. Nonetheless, ATOM performs slightly better than ATOC, which shows the power of inferring beliefs by implicitly modelling in ATOM.

Table 2: Test Results for the meetup task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATOC</td>
<td>$-1.55 \pm 0.31$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOM</td>
<td>$-1.50 \pm 0.39$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACML</td>
<td>$-1.66 \pm 0.27$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR2</td>
<td>$-6.09 \pm 0.15$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADDPG</td>
<td>$-1.98 \pm 0.36$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Predator Prey**

**Task Settings.** In the predator-prey task, $N$ slower predators chase $M$ faster preys to capture them in a square region. Due to the slower speed, it is impossible for a predator to capture a prey alone. Therefore, predators must cooperatively behave. We focus on the cooperation of predators rather than the competition between predators and preys, thus preys are restricted to specific area of activity and move in the opposite direction of the closest predator as in (Ding, Huang, and Lu 2020). The team reward of predators is the sum of negative distances of all the preys to their closest predators. The penalty for each collision between predators is set to $r_{\text{collision}} = -1$. In the experiment, we set $N = 7$ and $M = 3$, where each predator can observe three nearest agents and three preys with relative positions. The length of each episode is $T = 25$.

**Quantitative Results.** As shown in Figure 7, ATOM and ATOC converge to much higher mean reward, averaged over timesteps, than other baseline. Table 3 shows the mean reward for predator over 100 test runs. Comparing to the cooperative navigation task, the gap between ATOM and ACML/MADDPG in terms of average reward narrows down. This is because cooperation plays a more important role in predator prey, and the task is more complicated than the cooperative navigation. In particular, due to the higher velocity of prey, individual predator is almost impossible to capture a predator. Thus, when trying to catch up a prey, it is essential for adjacent predators to keep coordinated consistently. Therefore, the performance of both ATOM and ATOC are restricted due to the complexity, which makes the difference in terms of mean reward decreases.

Table 3: Test Results for Predator Prey Task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATOC</td>
<td>$-0.97 \pm 0.12$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOM</td>
<td>$-1.10 \pm 0.35$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACML</td>
<td>$-1.42 \pm 0.16$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR2</td>
<td>$-1.51 \pm 0.11$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADDPG</td>
<td>$-1.38 \pm 0.21$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

We have proposed an attentional opponent model for multi-agent cooperation tasks, where agents predict the latent interaction between adjacent entities to implicitly predict their belief and also learn a aggregation pooling module to interpret high level abstraction for local decision. Unlike existing opponent modelling methods, ATOM can effectively and efficiently exploits local observation to understand the properties of agents in proximity for coordination. Some of the main advantages of our method are its simplicity and applicability, where ATOM does not require extra message exchange among agents during execution phase. Empirically, ATOM can learn sophisticated strategy for cooperation tasks and outperforms baselines without communication as expected. To our surprise, ATOM can achieve and even outperform methods with intention sharing among agents augmented with communication.
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